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Abstract

This paper constructs the econometrical model of the
relationship between economic growth and logistics
industry in Jilin province, analyzes quantitative relation
between economic growth and logistics industry in Jilin
province, measures the contribution of logistics industry
on economic growth in Jilin province. The results show
the status of logistics industry in economic development
in Jilin province. The conclusions will supply some
necessary proposals for decision-making of the
development programming of logistics industry in Jilin
province.
Key words: Logistics industry; Economic growth;
Econometric model

Résumé

Cet article construit le modèle économétrique de la
relation entre la croissance économique et de la logistique
dans la province de Jilin, des analyses relation quantitative
entre la croissance économique et de la logistique dans
la province de Jilin, des mesures de la contribution de
l'industrie de la logistique sur la croissance économique
dans la province de Jilin. Les résultats montrent l'état
du secteur de la logistique dans le développement
économique dans la province de Jilin. Les conclusions
seront fournir quelques propositions nécessaires pour la
prise de décision de la programmation de développement
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INTRODUCTION
In 21 century, the development of modern logistics
industry is going into the rapid growth stage in China.
But China logistics industry is still in the primary modern
logistics. The logistics industry in Jilin Province, one
of the Northeast old industrial base in China, is lower
intensification, specialization and standardization
compared with modern logistics in coastal developed
area in China. In order to achieve the strategic objectives
of revitalization of northeast old industrial base and
promote the accelerating development of Jilin economy,
the modern logistics industry must be developed in
Jilin Province. This paper constructs the econometrical
model of the relationship between economic growth and
logistics industry in Jilin province, analyzes quantitative
relation between economic growth and logistics industry
in Jilin province, measures the contribution of logistics
industry on economic growth in Jilin province. The
results show the status of logistics industry in economic
development in Jilin province. The conclusions will
supply some necessary proposals for decision-making
of the development programming of logistics industry in
Jilin province.
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1. Empirical Analysis of the Effect
of Logistics Industry on Economic
Growth in Jilin Province
1.1 Parameter Estimation and Test of Logistics
Econometrical Model
In general, the level of transportation, storage and
logistics management decides the logistics development.
To make the model easily understand, we use freight
volume to measure the logistics level for predicting the
trend of logistics. These freight volume data can be gained
in the Jilin statistical Yearbook and the official statistical
website.
According to the general econometric analysis method,
we use the regional Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to
measure the regional economic development level. Firstly,
we state statistically the regional freight volume and GDP
data. By drawing the scatter diagram of freight volume,
X-axis and GDP, Y-axis, we derive initially that the two
terms accord with the Logistic Model of economic growth
trend, namely, the function is as follow:
y=

1
K + ab x

(1)

which y is the GDP, Gross Domestic Product; x denotes
the freight volume, K, a and b are the unknown constants,
K>0, a>0, 0<b≠0.
What the characters of Logistic curve describe
phenomena is that the rise is primarily slow and then
gradually accelerating, when it is accelerated to some
point, the rise rate is gradually going down, finally to the
horizontal line. The statistical description between the
freight volume and GDP accords with the characters of
Logistic curve. To use easily the parameter estimation
method of the linear model, the function (1) is transformed
into (2) as below:

China, it is possible that the trend of logistics industry
development is unstable. In this paper we will just predict
the development of logistics industry in 2025, so we set
the 2025 predicted value as a saturation value which
is determined to be constant M. We need to make an
statistical analysis on time series of regional GDP. After
estimating K, we will transform the Logistic Model into
the linear function and estimate a and b value by OLS.
After estimating each parameter, we will make the
marginal analysis and elastic one on this Logistic model.
We will calculate a unit increment of the freight volume
will bring how much is the absolute value of GDP growth.
1.2 Empirical Analysis
1.2.1 Construction of Logistic Model
Figure 1 is the relation diagram of freight volume{x} and
GDP{y} from 1996 to 2010. We can see the significant
positive correlativity between freight volume and GDP
in Figure 1, but it is nonlinear and shows S curve. On the
basis of the character, we can use Logistics curve to fit the
relation between freight volume and GDP.
1
We set the curve function y = K + ab x , which y is GDP, x
is freight volume, K, a and b are all unknown constants
and bigger than zero, but b≠1.
Next we will estimate the K value. Firstly we draw
the increment trend of GDP in Jilin Province. Figure 2
is the scatter diagram of GDP in Jilin Province. On the
Figure 2 the GDP trend is basically linear. We assume
y=a+bt, which y denotes GDP, a>0, b>0. We estimate the
constants, a & b values by OLS and the conclusions are as
follows:
Y=458.36+235.69t
(8.425432) (36.94277)
R2= 0.947248, Adj.R2=0.952758, F=209.7583

1
= K + ab x
y
1
− K = ab x
y
1
ln( − K ) = ln a + x ln b
y

To set up ln( 1 − K) = y / ,ln a = a′,ln b = b′
y
then
y′ = a′ + b′x

(2)

Now we can use the Ordinary Least Square to estimate
the constants, a' and b'. In the preset K, according to the
Logistic function, as 0<b<1 and x→∞, K→1/y, namely
1/K is a saturation value. In reality, x freight volume
is impossible to be infinity, and y the regional GDP is
also impossible to have a saturation value. Because the
logistics industry is a comparatively new industry in
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Figure 2
The scatter diagram of GDP form 1995 to 2010 in
Jilin
On the regression results, the fitting is very good and
the t-test and F-test are significant. It means the unary
linear regression model fit for this relationship. The
coefficients of regression function are significant effective.
According to the regression model, the 2025 (t=24)
GDP predication value is about 1023.63 billion RMB, we
can make the saturation value 1100 billion RMB, as K→1/
y, then K=1/11000.
We estimate the function y'=a'+b'x, and then
Y= -4.474862 -0.205565x
(-8.72552351) (-8.943412)
R2=0.927273, Adj. R2=0.913357, F=156.0375
On the basis of regression results, the function is fitted
very well; the t-test and F-test are all passed significantly,
the coefficients of function are effective. And a & b values
are as below:
a=ea'=0.01396, b=eb'=0.99989
The assumed the Logistic Model function is
y=

1
1
+ 0.01396 * 0.99989 x
11000

(3)

We estimate the meaning of tested coefficients,
K=1/11000>0, a=0.01396>0, 0<b=0.99989≠1, by
economical theory. The values accord with the economical
laws in which the freight volume is increasing along with
GDP growth.
1.2.2 Analysis on the Marginal Effect
According to Logistics Model (1), we conclude the
marginal effect function of the Jilin province’s logistics
industry on GDP:
dy
bx
= −a (ln b)
dx
( K + ab x ) 2
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(4)

As 0<b<1, ln b<0, and b x >0, (k+ab x )2 >0, then
dy/dx>0, it means GDP is increasing along with the
development of logistics industry. We take 2010 year’s
freight volume, x=1391.94, into the marginal function and
derive dy/dx=0.575.
It means that GDP will be increasing to 0.0575 billion
BMB when Jilin Province’s freight volume increase
10,000 unit.
Then we solve the function (5) to derive2 a stagnation
point x=49572. When x<49572, then d y2 > 0 . When
dx
x>49572, then. We can conclude that the contribution of
Jilin Province’s freight volume on GDP can be divided
into two stages:
When the freight volume is smaller than 495.72
million tons, the GDP growth will be increasing as the
freight volume is increasing.
When the freight volume is bigger than 495.72 million
ton.kilometer, the GDP growth will be decreasing as the
freight volume is increasing one unit.
When the freight volume is equal to 495.72 million
ton.kilometer, the GDP will be the biggest value. The
Jilin Province 2010 year’s freight volume did not reach
the biggest value, and then in the future to broaden
moderately the scale of logistics industry and strengthen
the logistics management will prominently simulate GDP
growth in Jilin Province.
d2y
bx
= −a (ln b) 2
2
dx
k + ab x

 1
2ab x 
−

= 0
x
(k + ab x ) 2 
 k + ab

(5)

1.2.3 Elastic Analysis
We derive the elastic coefficient of regional logistics
industry on GDP in Jilin Province on the basis of Logistics
Model:
=

dy x
bx
• = − a ln b
•
dx y
(k + ab x ) 2

x
xb x
− a ln b
1
k + ab x
x
k + ab

(6)

The ξ denotes the change rate of GDP as logistics industry
increases 1% freight volume. In (6), b x>0, k>0, a>0,
0<b<1, lnb<0, x>0, then ξ>0. That is, the trend of GDP is
in accordance with that of logistics industry. According
to 2010 year’s statistical data, we calculated ξ2010=2.536,
which means when Jilin Province freight volume will be
increasing 1% over 495.72 million tons, the Jilin Province
GDP will be increasing 2.536%. On the basis of the elastic
coefficient value, the development of Jilin Province’s
logistics industry will drive strongly its economic growth.

Conclusions
According to the empirical analysis, we can conclude that
the logistics industry contributes greatly to the regional
economic growth. And the contribution of logistics
industry on economic growth shows different trend in
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different stages. In the future the development of logistics
industry in Jilin Province will enter into the fastigium,
so government, enterprise and others must make unite
development programming to foster main parts of logistics
market, improve the logistics infrastructure, import and
practice fast logistics technology and benchmark, and
educate more logistics talents.
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